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LIMIT THEOREMS FOR CHAINS WITH UNBOUNDED VARIABLE

LENGTH MEMORY WHICH SATISFY CRAMER CONDITION∗

A. Logachov1,2,**, A. Mogulskii1 and A. Yambartsev3

Abstract. We consider a class of variable length Markov chains with a binary alphabet in which
context tree is defined by adding finite trees with uniformly bounded height to the vertices of an infinite
comb tree. Such type of Markov chain models the spike neuron patterns and also extends the class
of persistent random walks. The main interest is the limiting properties of the empirical distribution
of symbols from the alphabet. We obtain the strong law of large numbers, central limit theorem, and
exact asymptotics for large and moderate deviations. The presence of an intrinsic renewal structure is
the subject of discussion in the literature. Proofs are based on the construction of a renewals of the
chain and the applying corresponding properties of the compound (or generalized) renewal processes.
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1. Introduction

Let A = {0, 1, . . . , d} be a set of d+ 1 symbols (characters) – an alphabet. Here we consider a class of chains
r = (ri, i ∈ Z) ∈ AZ which is a special case of so-called chains with unbounded variable length memory or variable
length Markov chain (VLMC). These chains began to be actively studied after they were first introduced by
Jorma Rissanen [22] as an economic and universal way of data compression. The short and simple introduction
to these processes can be found, for example, in [14], see also overview [7]. They are used for modeling data
in computer science [22], in biology [1, 18], in neuro-biology [12, 13], in linguistics [15]. We do not pretend for
at least some sort of full review on these chains, and we restrict ourselves to some papers known to us by the
activity of the research group NeuroMat (IME-USP) under the guidance of Prof. A.Galves.
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Figure 1. (A) the complete binary rooted tree, where non-rooted vertices codified by the
finite binary sequences; (B) the example of a finite binary context tree; (C) the example of
infinite binary comb context tree; the notation “0n” means the string of n repeating symbol
“0”, and “0∞” means the semi-infinite string of “0”s.

If we interpret Z as a discrete time, then one can imagine such chains as a successive in time attribution of
a character from the alphabet A with probability which depends on the past (existing sequence of characters),
or, more precisely, it depends on a part of the past which called a context. More formally, let us fix an initial
configuration

r(0) = {ri(0)}−∞<i≤0, ri(0) ∈ A,

where ri(0), −∞ < i ≤ 0 take values from the finite alphabet A, which is binary A := {0, 1} in our case. Let
us denote A−∞ the set of all such semi-infinite sequences. Thus, adding a character from the right, the state of
the process on the n-th step is a configuration

r(n) = {ri(n)}−∞<i≤n, ri(n) ∈ A,

such that {ri(n)}−∞<i≤n−1 ≡ {ri(n− 1)}−∞<i≤n−1, for any n. Observe that the set

A∗ =

∞⋃
n=1

An

of all finite sequences of symbols from A can be represented as the non-root vertices of an infinite (d+ 1)-ary
complete rooted tree, see Figure 1(A), for d = 1, |A| = 2. Note that we read the sequence from the right to the
left.

Given two integers s ≤ k, we will denote by rks the sequence (rs, ..., rk) of symbols in A. One call the process
r(n) the VLMC if for any semi-infinite configuration α = {αi}−∞<i≤0 ∈ A−∞ such that {ri−n(n)}−∞<i≤n = α
there exists m(α) ≤ ∞ (context memory function) such that

P(rn+1(n+ 1) = a | r(n) = α) = P(rn+1(n+ 1) = a | r(n)nn−m(α) = α−1−m(α)),

i.e. the probability to add the next symbol depends on the part (symbols from the site n −m(α) to the site
n) of the hole history r(n) (the theory allows to be the hole semi-infinite sequence r(n)). Note that in general
r(n) is not Markov chain. The role of matrix of transition probabilities for the Markov chain plays the context
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tree in case of VLMC, where each vertex represent a context, and each leaf is associated with a probability
distribution (on A) of a new character.

To make the notion of VLMC more clear, let consider the finite context tree represented on Figure 1(B)
with binary alphabet A = {0, 1}. Here, suppose at time n we have a sequence r(n) = {ri(n)}−∞<i≤n. Then,
the probability to add 1 on the site n+ 1 is

P(rn+1(n+ 1) = 1 | r(n)) =


q1, if rn(n) = 1;
q01, if rn(n) = 0, rn−1(n) = 1;
q001, if rn(n) = 0, rn−1(n) = 0, rn−2(n) = 1;
q000, if rn(n) = 0, rn−1(n) = 0, rn−2(n) = 0.

Note that a Markov chain with the state space A is a particular case of these chains. In this case the context
tree has height 1 – we should know only the last character in order to decide the distribution of a new character.
The existence of a stationary measure on AZ compatible with a family of transition probabilities determined by
a context tree is the question which naturally arises. This question was answered and the short review can be
find in [14], where the methods of statistical inferences of context tree were also studied. See also [7], where the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of stationary distribution were established
for some special the infinite comb (see Fig. 1(C)) and the bamboo blossom context trees.

In [16] the perfect simulation for such processes was constructed. The success of the algorithm (if the perfect
simulation stops in a finite time) depends directly from the existence of a (finite) renewal time moment – the
moment when the next and successive attributions of characters do not depend on the past. In the same paper
the connection between renewal processes and the chains with variable length memory was established. This
indicates to us that the large deviations results for this sort of chain can be obtained using the regeneration
structure and the recently published results on large deviations for the (compound) renewal processes [21].

Let us now specify the process r(n) we deal with in the paper. The process is VLMC with binary alphabet.
Instead of providing the context tree, let us first define it in an alternative way.

In order to set the transition rules we fix a number v ∈ N (one of the parameters of the chain). Consider
the set of all strings of v characters (from Av) ending with the character 1; the total number of such words is
2v−1; for any such word we assing their own order number j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2v−1. Let us set the sequence of positive
numbers on this set of words

pkj ∈ (0, 1), k ∈ 0 ∪ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2v−1. (1.1)

Now we are ready to describe the rules (transition probabilities) of adding a character from the right: let we
have a configuration on the n-th step r(n) = {ri(n)}−∞<i≤n. Denote

mn := sup{−∞ < i ≤ n : ri(n) = 1}.

Then, at the next step the configuration r(n) = {ri(n)}−∞<i≤n jump to the configuration

r(n+ 1) = {ri(n+ 1)}−∞<i≤n+1

by writing from the right a character 1, rn+1(n+ 1) = 1, with probability pknjn , where kn = n−mn, and jn is
the number of word, which forms the sequence

rmn−v+1(n), rmn−v+2(n), . . . , rmn(n).

Thus, the character 0, rn+1(n + 1) = 0, will be adding with probability 1 − pknjn . Note that the previous
sequence do not change, that is {ri(n + 1)}−∞<i≤n ≡ r(n). Thus, the probability of the attributed character
rn+1(n+ 1) depends on
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Figure 2. The context tree corresponding the studying process r(n).

(i) the distance to the nearest character 1;
(ii) the word of v − 1 letters, which stand on the left from this 1.

The context tree corresponding to the defined process r(n) for the case v = 4 is represented in Figure 2 which
is extension of comb tree of Figure 1(C). The comb tree on Figure 1(C) correspond to the case v = 1 with
probabilities pk1 = q10k−1 for any k ∈ N.

It is obvious that the random sequence {rn(n)} is not Markov chain, because the transition probability
from rn(n) to rn+1(n+ 1) can depend, generally speaking, not only on the character rn(n), but also on values
rn−j(n− j) for arbitrarily large j ≥ 0.

There are some motivations why we are restricted to that specific class of chains with unbounded variable
length memory. First of all, in studies of neuronal spiking signals, the time of the last spiking of a neuron is, in
some sense, a renewal time, and the distribution of time interval between two consecutive spikes indicate the
neuronal activity of neighbors neurons. Thus, when we add information about the short (of size v) previous
activity pattern of a neuron we try to extend the information about the neuronal dynamics and the limiting
behavior is our interest in this context.

We would note also that the processes of such type correspond to the one-side comb-like context trees. Such
a structure is very popular in various fields of research. But here we would like to mention the class of processes
known in the literature as a Persistent random walk (PRW), a Goldstein-Kac random walk, or also a correlated
random walk, see [5] for definitions and short historical introduction. The increments of these random walks are
not independent but form a Markov chain and are closely related to the chains with unbounded variable length
memory, see [5, 6]. These random walks can be considered as a chain with unbounded variable length memory
with the special context tree on the binary alphabet called by the authors as a double (infinite) comb context
tree [5].

Moreover, in [5] the authors also consider persistent random walk corresponding to the adding to the leaves
of comb tree the context trees with success probabilities associated with the leaves of added trees. It means that
increments of a random walk can be derived by an infinite binary context tree, which is a natural extension of
studied persistent random walks. The authors noted that the renewal properties may still hold in this situation.
In our case, the process corresponds to the infinite comb tree where each leaf receives a complete binary tree of
height v − 1 with arbitrary success probabilities (1.1).
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For such defined process r(n) let R(n) be the number of units adding from the right to the initial configuration
r(0) in n steps:

R(n) :=

n∑
k=1

rk(n) ≡
n∑
k=1

rk(k).

In terms of persistent (one dimensional) random walk on Z with increments ±1, the position of random walk
at time n is 2R(n) − n. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the process R(n) when n → ∞. In
the next section we prove low of large numbers, central limit theorem, local limit theorem, we establish also the
large and moderate deviations principles.

Further we suppose that the following condition [A] holds true. The condition [A] composed by two items.

[A.1] Inicial configuration r(0) contains at least one unit.
[A.2] There exist constants 0 < δ2 < δ1 < 1 such that for all k ∈ 0 ∪ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2v−1 the following inequalities

holds

δ2 ≤ pkj ≤ δ1.

The condition [A.1] is an obvious condition for existence of process and for implementation of transition
probabilities. Note, however, that this condition can be omitted adding the probability p∞ ∈ (0, 1) to atribute a
character “1”, when the sequence consists of only zeros. Condition [A.2] gives us the possibility of construction
of arithmetic compound (generalized) renewal process which satisfy Cramer moment condition [C0] and the
condition of arithmeticity of [Z] (see Sect. 2).

Note that the transition probabilities of VLMC can be considered as a special case of so-called g-function
defining the chains of infinite order. A g-function is a probability kernel g : A×AN → [0, 1] such that

∑
a∈A g(a |

α) = 1 for any α ∈ AN: in our notation

P(rn+1(n+ 1) = a | r(n) = α) = g(a | α).

But we should note that all (to the best of our knowledge) results in the literature on chains of infinite order
deals with the condition of continuity of a g-function: g(a | ·) should be continuous for each a ∈ A, i.e. for all
ε > 0, there exists n ≥ 0 so that ∣∣g(a | α)− g(a | β)

∣∣ < ε

for all α = (ai, i ∈ N), β = (bi, i ∈ N) ∈ AN with ai = bi for each i = 1, . . . , n. This condition is not assumed
here, although the continuity condition can be attained in some special cases of VLMC. Indeed, let us here recall
the example considered in [16]. In our notations we consider the case v = 1, i.e. the corresponding context tree
is the infinite binary comb context tree represented by Figure 1(C), and p11 = q1,p21 = q10, . . .pn1 = q10n−1

and p∞ = q0∞ . Let fix ε1 6= ε2 6= ε3 ∈ (0, 1), consider q10n = ε1 if n is odd, q10n = ε2 if n is even, and q0∞ = ε3.
It is straightforward to check that for any n

sup
α,β:ai=bi,i=1,...,n

∣∣g(a | α)− g(a | β)
∣∣ = max{|ε1 − ε2|, |ε1 − ε3|, |ε2 − ε3|},

It follows that non of our processes have to be continuous. In particular, it means that the central limit theorem
proved in [20] or the rough large deviation asymptotics from [8, 9] cannot be applied for considered here process
R(n). Moreover, under the continuity condition the limiting properties of R(n) can be proved using the renewal
structure constructed in [10]. In general, to study the limiting behavior of the sequence R(n) requires a renewal
structure different from that constructed in [10], see Section 2.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our definitions and notations and we formulate
main results by Theorem 2.2: low of large numbers, central limit theorem, local moderate and large limit theorem
and principle of moderate large deviations for R(n). In Section 3 we prove Theorem 2.2. Section 4 contains the
auxiliary lemmas and their proofs.

2. Definitions, notations and main results

To formulate and prove the main result we need to recover the renewal structure of the studying process.
The renewal structure is represented as generalized renewal process [2] known in the literature also as renewal
reward process. Naturally, all limit theorems we prove here for R(n) are related to limiting properties of the
generalized renewal process. The results from [2] will be useful in order to prove the strong low of large numbers
and central limit theorem, and for the large deviation theorems we apply the results from [21].

For any state r(n) we correspond the pair

Y (n) := (Y1(n),Y2(n)),

where Y1(n) := n−mn (the distance to the nearest unit, or, what’s the same, the number of zeros before the
nearest unit),

Y2(n) := (rmn−v+1(n), rmn−v+2(n), . . . , rmn(n))

(sequence of the nearest unit and v − 1 letters from its left).
Note, that the pair Y (n) := (Y1(n),Y2(n)) can transit with probability pknjn into the pair

Y (n+ 1) = (0,Y2(n+ 1)),

where

Y2(n+ 1) =

{
(0, . . . , 0, 1), if Y1(n) ≥ v − 1,

(rmn−v+Y1(n)+2(n), . . . , rmn(n), 0, . . . , 0, 1), if Y1(n) < v − 1,

and with probability 1− pknjn into the pair

Y (n+ 1) = (Y1(n) + 1,Y2(n)).

In this way Y (n + 1) is an random function on Y (n). Thus, the sequence {Y (n)}, n ≥ 0 is homogeneous
Markov chain with the phase state

Y := {y = (y1,y2) : y1 ∈ 0 ∪ N,y2 = (a1, . . . , av), a1 ∈ A, . . . , av−1 ∈ A, av = 1}.

Let us pick out the state

y0 := (0, (0, . . . , 0, 1)).

Note that the chain can jump in one step from any state (y1,y2) to the chosen state y0, if the coordinate y1
not less than v − 1. Denote

τ1 := min{n > 0 : Y (n) = y0},
τk := min{n > τ1 + · · ·+ τk−1 : Y (n) = y0} − (τ1 + · · ·+ τk−1), 2 ≤ k.
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Since {Y (n)} is homogeneous Markov chain, the random variables τ1, . . . , τk, . . . are independent and, moreover,
τk are identically distributed when k ≥ 2.

Let ζk be the number of units added from the right during the time interval {Tk−1 + 1, . . . , Tk}, where
T0 := 0, Tk := Tk−1 + τk for k ∈ N. In other words

ζ0 := 0, ζk :=

Tk∑
n=Tk−1+1

rn(n) ≡ R(Tk)−R(Tk−1) for k ∈ N.

By construction the random vectors ξk := (τk, ζk), k ∈ N are independent, and ξk are identically distributed
when k ≥ 2. Let

ν(0) := 0, ν(n) := max{k ≥ 0 : Tk < n} for k ∈ N.

The following process

Z(n) :=

ν(n)∑
k=0

ζk.

is generalized renewal process, see, for example, [2] for definition and some properties. Naturally, we will highlight
and use some specific properties which come from the definitions of r(n) and R(n).

Let the random vector ξ := (τ, ζ) has the same distribution as vectors ξk = (τk, ζk) for k ≥ 2. Since ζk ≤ τk
a.s. when k ∈ N, then from Lemma 4.1 (see Sect. 4) it follows that for ξ1 and ξ the Cramer’s condition [C0]
holds true:

Eeδ|ξ1| ≤ Ee2δτ1 <∞ and Eeδ|ξ| ≤ Ee2δτ <∞, when δ < ρ/2,

where ρ > 0 is the constant from Lemma 4.1.
From Lemma 4.2 (see Sect. 4) we obtain that the vector ξ satisfies the arithmeticity condition [Z]:

[Z] For any u ∈ Z2 the equality f(2πu) = 1 holds and for any u ∈ R2 \ Z2 the inequality |f(2πu)| < 1 holds,
where for u = (u1, u2) ∈ R2 the function f(u) is the characteristic function for ξ, i.e. f(u) := Eei(u1τ+u2ζ).

Give the notation we need from the paper [21]

a :=
Eζ

Eτ
, σ2 :=

1

aτ
E(ζ − aτ)2, where aτ := Eτ.

The Laplace transform we need are defined as

ψ1(λ, µ) := Eeλτ1+µζ1 , ψ(λ, µ) := Eeλτ+µζ ,

A(λ, µ) := lnψ(λ, µ), (λ, µ) ∈ R2.

The Legendre transform is

D(θ, α) := sup
(λ,µ)∈A≤0

{λθ + µα}, where A≤0 := {(λ, µ) : A(λ, µ) ≤ 0},

D(α) := D(1, α).
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Denote B the Borel σ-algebra of subsets of R. For an arbitrary set B ∈ B we denote [B] and (B) its closure
and interior correspondingly.

Now we give the definition of the Large Deviation Principle (LDP).

Definition 2.1. The sequence of random variables sn satisfies LDP in R with rate function I = I(y) : R →
[0,∞] and normalized function ϕ(n) : lim

n→∞
ϕ(n) =∞, if for any c ≥ 0 the set {y ∈ R : I(y) ≤ c} is compact

and the following inequalities holds true: for any closed set B ∈ B

lim sup
n→∞

1

ϕ(n)
ln P( sn ∈ B ) ≤ −I(B),

and for any open set B ∈ B

lim inf
n→∞

1

ϕ(n)
ln P( sn ∈ B ) ≥ −I(B),

where I(B) = inf
y∈B

I(y), I(∅) =∞.

Denote Φ0,σ2 the normal distribution with parameters (0, σ2), and by ⇒ we denote the convergence in
distribution.

Let us formulate now the main result of our work.

Theorem 2.2. Let the condition [A] holds true. Then

1. (strong low of large numbers) When n→∞

R(n)

n
→ a a.s.

2. (central limit theorem) When n→∞

R(n)− an√
n

⇒ Φ0,σ2 .

3. (local theorem in regions of normal, moderate and large deviations) There exists ∆ > 0 such
that if x ∈ 0 ∪ N, lim

n→∞
x
n = α0 and |α0 − a| ≤ ∆, then

P(R(n) = x) =
1√
n
ψ1(λ(α0), µ(α0))CH(1, α0)I(α0)e−nD( xn )(1 + o(1)),

where

I(α0) =

∞∑
l=1

eλ(α0)lE(eµ(α0)R(l), τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0),

and CH(θ, α) is the positive function, which is continuous in a neighborhood of the point (θ, α) = (1, α0)
and it is known explicitly from Theorem 2.1 and 2.1A [21].

4. (local theorem in regions of normal and moderate deviations) If x ∈ 0 ∪N and lim
n→∞

x
n = a, then

the following equality holds true

P(R(n) = x) =
1

σ
√

2πn
e−nD( xn )(1 + o(1)).
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5. (moderate deviations principle) Let the sequence κ := κn, κ ∈ R satisfies the conditions

lim
n→∞

κ

n
= 0, lim

n→∞

κ√
n

=∞.

Then the sequence of random variables R̃(n) := R(n)−an
κ satisfies LDP with normalized function ϕ(n) := κ2

n
and rate function

I(y) :=
y2

2σ2
.

The low of large numbers and central limit theorems for the compound renewal process were established in
[2] (Thm. 11.5.2, pp. 332 and Thm. 10.6.2, pp. 311). We can recall but not use here the paper [4], where the
limit theorems were established for a periodical renewal process and for the special case of compound renewal
process, when, in our notations, the components τ and ζ are independent. The more general case, when τ and ζ
can be dependent variables was considered in [3], where the central limit theorem was proved in the functional
space. It means that the CLT for R(n) can be also derived from [3].

Our proofs of large deviations are based on the paper [21], where the large deviations result was proved for
the compound renewal process. The large deviations for the renewal processes is also a popular topic, and it was
developed in several works. Without pretending to make a complete review we will recall some of these works
and highlight the principal differences from the results of [21].

We should start, probably, with the classical renewal process which corresponds to our case when ζk ≡ 1.
In [23] the rough asymptotics of large deviations was obtained for this case. More general case was studied
in [17] where again the rough asymptotics for the special type of compound renewal process was proved. The
considered process corresponds to the case when the reward paid ζk (in terms of renewal reward processes) is a
function of the time elapsed to accomplish it τk, i.e. ζk = F (τk), where F (·) is a deterministic function. In our
case, a more complex random dependence is allowed.

Finally, in all papers [8, 9, 17, 23] the rough asymptotics for large deviation was proved. These asymptotics
can provide the results of the following type

P(R(n) = ny) = e−nD(y)(1+o(1)).

In [21] the exact asymptotics was established, which provide the result like

P(R(n) = ny) = C(1 + o(1))e−nD(y),

where the constant was found explicitly.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.2

Proof of statements 1) and 2). Since ζk ≤ τk a.s. when k ∈ N, then the following inequality holds

Z(n) ≤ R(n) ≤ Z(n) + τν(n)+1. (3.1)

Using Lemma 4.4 and Borel-Cantelli lemma, when n→∞, it is easy to see that

τν(n)+1√
n
→ 0 a.s.

Thus the statements (1) and (2) follow from the inequality (3.1) and corresponding results for Z(n) (see [2],
Thm. 11.5.2, pp. 332 and Thm. 10.6.2, pp. 311).
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Proof of statement 3). Consider

Ln(x) :=

∞∑
k=1

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

P(R(n) = x, Tk = n− l, τk+1 ≥ l)

=

∞∑
k=1

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(Zk = x− s,R(n)− Zk = s, Tk = n− l, τk+1 ≥ l).

(3.2)

Note that if Tk = n − l, then the random variable Zk uniquely defined by the values of Markov chain Y (m)
when m < n− l, but the random variables R(n)− Zk and τk+1 depend on the values of the chain Y (m) when
m > n− l. Therefore, by the inclusion

{ω : Tk = n− l} ⊆ {ω : Y (n− l) = y0}

the following equality holds

P(Zk = x− s,R(n)− Zk = s, τk+1 ≥ l | Tk = n− l)
= P(Zk = x− s | Tk = n− l)P(R(n)− Zk = s, τk+1 ≥ l | Tk = n− l).

(3.3)

Applying (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

Ln(x) =

∞∑
k=1

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(Zk = x− s,R(n)− Zk = s, Tk = n− l, τk+1 ≥ l)

=

∞∑
k=1

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(Zk = x− s|Tk = n− l)P(R(n)− Zk = s, τk+1 ≥ l|Tk = n− l)P(Tk = n− l)

=

∞∑
k=1

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(Zk = x− s, Tk = n− l)P(R(n)− Zk = s, τk+1 ≥ l|Tk = n− l).

(3.4)

Note that

P(R(n)− Zk = s, τk+1 ≥ l | Tk = n− l) = P(R(l) = s, τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0).

Thus, from equality (3.4) it is follows that

Ln(x) =

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(R(l) = s, τ ≥ l|Y (0) = y0)

∞∑
k=1

P(Zk = x− s, Tk = n− l). (3.5)

Since P(T0 = n− l) = 0 when 0 ≤ l ≤ [ln2 n], then from Theorem 2.2 [21] it is follows, when n→∞, that

∞∑
k=1

P(Zk = x− s, Tk = n− l) =

∞∑
k=0

P(Zk = x− s, Tk = n− l)

=
1√
n
ψ1

(
λ

(
α̃

θ

)
, µ

(
α̃

θ

))
CH(θ, α̃)e−nD(θ,α̃)(1 + o(1)),
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where

α̃ :=
x− s
n

, θ :=
n− l
n

.

Since the function ψ1(λ(α), µ(α)) is continuous in a neighborhood of the point α = a, and the function CH(θ, α)
is continuous in a neighborhood of the point (θ, α) = (1, a), then, for sufficiently small ∆ and n → ∞ the
following equality holds true

∞∑
k=1

P(Zk = x− s, Tk = n− l) =
1√
n
ψ1(λ(α0), µ(α0))CH(1, α0)e−nD(θ,α̃)(1 + o(1)). (3.6)

Applying Lemma 4.6 (see Sect. 4) and considering that 0 ≤ s ≤ l ≤ [ln2 n] and |α0 − a| < ∆, from the equality
(3.6) we obtain

∞∑
k=1

P(Zk = x− s, Tk = n− l)

=
1√
n
ψ1(λ(α0), µ(α0))CH(1, α0)e−nD( xn )+(λ( xn )+εn)l+(µ( xn )+θn)s(1 + o(1)).

(3.7)

Show that

lim
n→∞

[ln2 n]∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(R(l) = s, τ ≥ l|Y (0) = y0)e(λ(
x
n )+εn)l+(µ( xn )+θn)s

=

∞∑
l=1

eλ(α0)lE(eµ(α0)R(l), τ ≥ l|Y (0) = y0) =: I(α0).

(3.8)

Due to the fact that

lim
n→∞

e(λ(
x
n )+εn)l+(µ( xn )+θn)s = eλ(α0)l+µ(α0)s

the equality (3.8) will be proved if we can show that the series

∞∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(R(l) = s, τ ≥ l|Y (0) = y0)e(λ(
x
n )+εn)l+(µ( xn )+θn)s (3.9)

converges.
Note that if τ ≥ l, then ζ ≥ R(l), thus

∞∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(R(l) = s, τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0)e(λ(
x
n )+εn)l+(µ( xn )+θn)s

=

∞∑
l=1

e(λ(
x
n )+εn)lE(e(µ(

x
n )+θn)R(l), τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0)

≤
∞∑
l=1

e(λ(
x
n )+εn)lE(e(µ(

x
n )+θn)ζ , τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0).

(3.10)
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Due to the Cramer’s condition [C0] for sufficiently small ∆ > 0 and sufficiently large n

E(e2(µ(
x
n )+θn)ζ | Y (0) = y0) <∞

and there exists ρ > 0 such that

E(e2(λ(
x
n )+εn+ρ)τ | Y (0) = y0) <∞.

Therefore, using Cauchy-Bunyakovsky-Schwarz and Chebyshev inequalities, we obtain

E(e(µ(
x
n )+θn)ζ , τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0)

≤ (Ee2(µ(
x
n )+θn)ζ | Y (0) = y0)

1
2 (P(τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0))

1
2

≤ (Ee2(µ(
x
n )+θn)ζ | Y (0) = y0)

1
2 (Ee2(λ(

x
n )+εn+ρ)τ | Y (0) = y0)

1
2 e−(λ(

x
n )+εn+ρ)l

=: Ke−(λ(
x
n )+εn+ρ)l.

(3.11)

Using (3.10), (3.11), we obtain

∞∑
l=1

l∑
s=0

P(R(l) = s, τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0)e(λ(
x
n )+εn)l+(µ( xn )+θn)s ≤ K

∞∑
l=1

e−ρl <∞.

Thus, the series (3.9) converges, hence the equality (3.8) holds true.
From (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) it is follows that

Ln(x) =
1√
n
ψ1(λ(α0), µ(α0))CH(1, α0)I(α0)e−nD( xn )(1 + o(1)). (3.12)

It is obvious that the following inequality holds

Ln(x) ≤ P(R(n) = x) ≤ Ln(x) + P(R(n) = x, τν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n). (3.13)

From Lemma 4.5 (see Sect. 4) it is follows that

P(R(n) = x, τν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n) ≤ C̃e−nD(α)−γ̃ ln2 n. (3.14)

From (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) it is follows that

P(R(n) = x) = (1 + o(1))Ln(x)

=
1√
n
ψ1(λ(α0), µ(α0))CH(1, α0)I(α0)e−nD( xn )(1 + o(1)).

(3.15)
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Proof of statement 4). Due to the fact that (λ(a), µ(a)) = (0, 0) and the function I(α) is continuous in a
neighborhood of the point α = a we will have

I(a) =

∞∑
l=1

eλ(a)lE(eµ(a)R(l), τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0)

=

∞∑
l=1

P(τ ≥ l | Y (0) = y0) = E(τ | Y (0) = y0).

(3.16)

From Lemma 2.1 (see [21]) it is follows that

CH(1, a) =
1

E(τ | Y (0) = y0)σ
√

2π
.

Hence, from (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain

P(R(n) = x) =
1

σ
√

2πn
e−nD( xn )(1 + o(1)).

Proof of statement 5). From Consequence 3.2 (see [19]) it is follows that the sequence of random variables

Z̃(n) := Z(n)−an
κ satisfies LDP with normalized function ϕ(n) = κ2

n and rate function I(y).
Using Lemma 4.4, for any ε > 0 we will have

lim
n→∞

n

κ2
ln P(|R̃(n)− Z̃(n)| > ε) ≤ lim

n→∞

n

κ2
ln P(τν(n)+1 > κε)

≤ lim
n→∞

n

κ2
ln e−

ρ
4κε = − lim

n→∞

nρε

4κ
= −∞.

Therefore from Theorem 4.2.13 (see [11]) we obtain that the sequences R̃(n) and Z̃(n) satisfy the same LDP.

4. Auxiliary results

Lemma 4.1. For any k, n ∈ N the following inequality holds

P(τk ≥ n) ≤ Ce−ρn, (4.1)

where

C :=
1

1− (1− δ1)v−1δ2
, ρ :=

1

v
lnC.

Proof. Due to the fact that the process Y (n) is markovian it is sufficient to prove Lemma 4.1 for τ1 with an
arbitrary initial condition. We fix some inicial state Y (0) = (y1,y2). Since C > 1, Ce−ρn = C1−nv , then for
n ≤ v the right-hand side of inequality (4.1) is not less than 1, therefore (4.1) obviously holds true.

We prove now the inequality (4.1) when n ≥ v + 1. Denote k := [nv ] and for l = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 we consider
the events

Al := {ω : rvl+1(n) = 0, . . . , rvl+v−1(n) = 0, rvl+v(n) = 1}.
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Denote B the complement to the set
k−1⋃
l=0

Al:

B :=

k−1⋂
l=0

Al.

Since it is obvious that

{τ1 < n} ⊃
k−1⋃
l=0

Al,

then we obtain

{τ1 ≥ n} ⊆ B.

Hence we have

Pn : = P(τ1 ≥ n | Y (0) = (y1,y2))

≤ P(B | Y (0) = (y1,y2)) = P

( k−1⋂
l=0

Al

∣∣∣∣ Y (0) = (y1,y2)

)

= P
(
A0 | Y (0) = (y1,y2)

) k−1∏
l=1

P

(
Al

∣∣∣∣ l−1⋂
i=0

Ai, Y (0) = (y1,y2)

)
.

Since by condition [A] each cofactor in the right-hand side has the following upper bound

1− (1− δ1)v−1δ2 =
1

C
,

then we have

Pn ≤
(

1

C

)k
≤
(

1

C

)n
v−1

= Ce−ρn.

Lemma 4.2. For any u ∈ Z2 the equality f(2πu) = 1 holds true, and for any u ∈ R2 \ Z2 the inequality
|f(2πu)| < 1 holds, where

f(u) := Eei(u1τ+u2ζ)

is characteristic function for ξ.

Proof. Since τ and ζ are integers numbers, then, it is obvious, that for u ∈ Z2 the equality f(2πu) = 1 holds
true. We show that for any u ∈ R2 \ Z2 the inequality |f(2πu)| < 1 holds true.

Suppose that it is not true, then there exists (u1, u2) ∈ R2 \ Z2 such that |Ee2πi(u1τ+u2ζ)| = 1. Note that
equality |Ee2πi(u1τ+u2ζ)| = 1 is equivalent to the fact that there exists k ∈ R such that

2π(u1τ + u2ζ) = k mod (2π) a.s.
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From Condition [A] it is follows that

P(ζ = 1, τ = s+ 1) ≥ (1− δ1)sδ2 > 0,

P(ζ = 2, τ = s+ 1) ≥ δ2(1− δ1)s−1δ2 > 0,

P(ζ = 1, τ = s+ 2) ≥ (1− δ1)s+1δ2 > 0.

Thus, if or hypothesis is true, then should exist k1 ∈ Z, k2 ∈ Z, k3 ∈ Z such that the following inequalities holds
true  2π(u1(s+ 1) + u2) = k + 2πk1

2π(u1(s+ 1) + 2u2) = k + 2πk2
2π(u1(s+ 2) + u2) = k + 2πk3.

Divide each equality by 2π. Subtracting from the 2nd equality the 1st we obtain u2 = k2 − k1 ∈ Z; subtracting
from the 3rd equality the 1st, we obtain u1 = k3 − k1 ∈ Z. The resulting contradiction completes the proof.

For the vector (λ̃, µ̃) such that ψ(λ̃, µ̃) = 1, we consider the sequence of random vectors (τ̂k, ζ̂k), k ∈ N, whose
joint distribution is given as follows

P((τ̂1, ζ̂1) ∈ A1, . . . , (τ̂k, ζ̂k) ∈ Ak, . . . ) :=
1

ψ1(λ̃, µ̃)

∞∏
k=1

E(eλ̃τk+µ̃ζk ; (τk, ζk) ∈ Ak). (4.2)

Let τ̂0 := 0, ζ̂0 := 0, ν̂(0) := 0. Denote

T̂k :=

k∑
l=0

τ̂l, ν̂(n) := max{k ≥ 0 : T̂k < n}.

Lemma 4.3. Let γ + λ̃ + µ̃ < ρ, then there exists the constant Ĉ > 0, such that for any n ∈ N the following
inequality holds true

Eeγτ̂ν̂(n)+1 < Ĉn.

Proof. Since random variables τ̂k+1 and T̂k are independent, then

E1 := Eeγτ̂ν̂(n)+1 = E(eγτ̂1 ; τ̂1 ≥ n) +

∞∑
k=1

E(eγτ̂k+1 ; T̂k < n ≤ T̂k+1)

≤ 1

ψ1(λ̃, µ̃)
Eeγτ1 + Eeγτ+λ̃τ+µ̃ζ

∞∑
k=1

P(T̂k < n).

Due to the fact that by arithmeticity the inequality T̂k ≥ n a.s. when k ≥ n. Therefore, using Lemma 4.1 and
inequality τk ≥ ζk a.s., we obtain

E1 ≤
1

ψ1(λ̃, µ̃)
Eeγτ1 + Ee(γ+λ̃+µ̃)τn ≤ 1

ψ1(λ̃, µ̃)
C

∞∑
k=1

e(γ−ρ)k + Cn
∞∑
k=1

e(γ+λ̃+µ̃−ρ)k

≤

(
C

ψ1(λ̃, µ̃)

e(γ−ρ)

1− e(γ−ρ)
+

Ce(γ+λ̃+µ̃−ρ)

1− e(γ+λ̃+µ̃−ρ)

)
n.
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Lemma 4.4. Let lim
n→∞

κn =∞. Then for sufficiently large n ∈ N the following holds true

P(τν(n)+1 ≥ κn) ≤ e−
ρ
4κn .

Proof. Since random variables τk+1 and Tk are independent, then

P(τν(n)+1 ≥ κn) ≤ P(τ1 ≥ κn) +

∞∑
k=1

P(τk+1 ≥ κn, Tk < n ≤ Tk+1)

≤ P(τ1 ≥ κn) + P(τ ≥ κn)

∞∑
k=1

P(Tk < n).

Due to the arithmeticity the inequality Tk ≥ n holds true almost surely when k ≥ n. By Lemma 4.1 and
Chebyshev inequality for sufficiently large n we obtain

P(τν(n)+1 ≥ κn) ≤ Ee
ρ
2 τ1

e
ρ
2κn

+ n
Ee

ρ
2 τ

e
ρ
2κn

≤ e−
ρ
4κn .

Lemma 4.5. There exist constants ∆ > 0, C̃ > 0, γ̃ > 0 such that for x ∈ 0 ∪ N, α := x
n , n ≥ 1, |α− a| ≤ ∆

the following inequality holds true

P(R(n) = x, τν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n) ≤ C̃e−nD(α)−γ̃ ln2 n.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, [21], it is follows that for sufficiently small ∆ there exists λ(α) and µ(α) such that
(λ(α), µ(α)) ∈ A≤0, A(λ(α), µ(α)) = 0 and

D(α) = λ(α) + αµ(α).

Denote

Bn := {ω : τν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n}.

We have

P(R(n) = x, τν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n)

= P(R(n) = x,Bn, ν(n) = 0) + P(R(n) = x,Bn, ν(n) ≥ 1) := P0 + P1.

From Lemma 4.1 it is follows that

P0 ≤ P(τ1 ≥ n) ≤ Ce−ρn.

Since the function D(α) is continuous in a neighborhood of the point α = a and D(a) = 0, then for sufficiently
small ∆ > 0 and α : |α− a| ≤ ∆ the following inequality holds

P0 ≤ Ce−ρn ≤ Ce−D(α)n−c ln2 n. (4.3)

Denote Zk :=
k∑
l=1

ζl.
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Estimate from above P1. For λ = λ(α), µ = µ(α) we obtain

P1 = P(R(n) = x,Bn, ν(n) ≥ 1) =

∞∑
k=1

P(R(n) = x,Bn, ν(n) = k)

=

∞∑
k=1

P(R(n) = x, τk+1 ≥ ln2 n, Tk < n ≤ Tk+1)

= e−D(α)n
∞∑
k=1

E(e−λ(Tk+1−n)−µ(Zk+1−x)+λTk+1+µZk+1 ;R(n) = x, τk+1 ≥ ln2 n, Tk < n ≤ Tk+1).

(4.4)

Note that if Tk+1 ≥ n and R(n) = x, then x+ ζk+1 ≥ Zk+1, therefore from (4.4) it is follows that

P1 ≤ e−D(α)n
∞∑
k=1

E(e|λ|τk+1+|µ|ζk+1+λTk+1+µZk+1 ;R(n) = x, τk+1 ≥ ln2 n, Tk < n ≤ Tk+1)

≤ e−D(α)n
∞∑
k=1

E(e|λ|τ̂k+1+|µ|ζ̂k+1 ; τ̂k+1 ≥ ln2 n, T̂k < n ≤ T̂k+1),

(4.5)

where the joint distribution of random variables (τ̂k, ζ̂k), k ∈ N has the form (compare with (4.2))

P((τ̂1, ζ̂1) ∈ A1, . . . , (τ̂k, ζ̂k) ∈ Ak, . . . ) :=
1

ψ1(λ(α), µ(α))

∞∏
k=1

E(eλ(α)τk+µ(α)ζk ; (τk, ζk) ∈ Ak), (4.6)

Making the summation in the inequality (4.5) we obtain

P1 ≤ e−D(α)nE(e|λ|τ̂ν(n)+1+|µ|ζ̂ν(n)+1 ; τ̂ν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n).

Since τk ≥ ζk a.s., then from (4.6) it is follows that τ̂k ≥ ζ̂k a.s. Therefore, using Cauchy-Bunyakovsky-Schwarz
inequality we obtain

P1 ≤ e−D(α)n
(
Ee2(|λ|+|µ|)τ̂ν(n)+1

) 1
2 (

P(τ̂ν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n)
) 1

2 . (4.7)

From Consequence 2.1, [21], it is follows that (λ(a), µ(a)) = (0, 0), therefore due to the continuity in the point
α = a of the function D(α) for sufficiently small ∆ > 0 the following inequality 3(|λ(α)| + |µ(α)|) < ρ holds
true.

Thus, from Lemma 4.3 it is follows that there exists a constant C1 > 0 such that

Ee2(|λ|+|µ|)τ̂ν(n)+1 ≤ C1n.

Using Lemma 4.3 and Chebyshev inequality for some C2 > 0, γ > 0 we obtain

P(τ̂ν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n) < C2e
−γ ln2 n.
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From inequalities (4.3), (4.7) it is follows that for sufficiently large n

P(R(n) = x, τν(n)+1 ≥ ln2 n) ≤ Ce−D(α)n−c ln2 n + e−D(α)n
√
C1C2

√
ne−

γ
2 ln2 n

≤ Ce−D(α)n−c ln2 n +
√
C1C2e

−D(α)n− γ4 ln2 n.

Lemma 4.6. There exists ∆ > 0 such that if lim
n→∞

x
n = α0, |a− α0| ≤ ∆, then the following holds

− nD
(

1− m

n
,
x

n
− y

n

)
= −nD

(
1,
x

n

)
+

(
λ

(
x

n

)
+ εn

)
m+

(
µ

(
x

n

)
+ θn

)
y, (4.8)

where functions εn = εn(m, y), θn = θn(m, y) satisfy

βn := max
(m,y)∈Bn

{|εn(m, y)|+ |θn(m, y)|} = o(1) when n→∞,

where Bn := {(m, y) ∈ Z2 : 1 ≤ m ≤ [nκn], 1 ≤ |y| ≤ [nκn]}, κn = o(1) when n→∞.

Proof. For sufficiently small ∆ if |a− α0| ≤ ∆, then the function D(α) is analytic in some neighborhood of the
point α0. Therefore, due to the fact that D(θ, α) = θD(αθ ) the function D(θ, α) is analytic in some neighborhood
of the point (1, α0). It means that for sufficiently large n the function can be represented as a Taylor series in
a neighborhood of the point (1, xn ). Therefore we have

− nD
(

1− m

n
,
x

n
− y

n

)
= −nD

(
1,
x

n

)
+ λ

(
x

n

)
m+ µ

(
x

n

)
y − nM1, (4.9)

where M1 is the remainder term in Lagrange’s form
Denote

D′′(1,1)(x, y) :=
∂2

∂2x
D(x, y), D′′(1,2)(x, y) :=

∂2

∂x∂y
D(x, y), D′′(2,2)(x, y) :=

∂2

∂2y
D(x, y).

Then there exist u ∈ [1− m
n , 1], u ∈ [ xn −

y
n ,

x
n ] such that

|M1| ≤ 2 max(|D′′(1,1)(u, v)|, |D′′(1,2)(u, v)|, |D′′(1,2)(u, v)|)
(
m2

n2
+
y2

n2

)
:= K

(
m2

n2
+
y2

n2

)
.

Therefore, from (4.9) it is follows that there exist εn(m, y), θn(m, y) such that

|εn(m, y)| ≤ Km

n
, |θn(m, y)| ≤ K y

n

and the equality (4.8) holds.
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